
Get ready for future data-driven processes 
and AI initiatives:  Analytics & AI
Portfolio that leverages state-of-the-art analytics tools and AI models to transform raw data into actionable insights. 

Through these services organisations can build tailored solutions, automate complex tasks, and foster a culture of data-driven 
decision-making, setting them apart from competitors.

• AI / GenAI platforms adoption • Innovation advisory • Analytics and cognitive solutions

SoftwareOne 
Advisory: 

Analytics & AI

Headline
goes here

Sample Analytics and AI Scenarios & Personas

IT Director CFO COO

Scenario 1

I’m a CMO, and we have significant 
customer data but aren’t fully leveraging it. 
AI could unlock new revenue streams.

Scenario 1

I’m a CFO at a global corporation. Financial 
forecasting is manual and time-consuming; 
analytics could automate this.

Scenario 1

I oversee supply chain operations. 
Advanced analytics could help us identify 
and resolve infficiencies.

Scenario 2

Our marketing campaigns are based on 
outdated methods. Advanced analytics 
colud significantly improve our marketing 
ROI.

Scenario 2

We need and advanced solution to identify 
potential fraus activities and inprove 
financial compliance. AI seems promising.

Scenario 2

Our operational decision-making is slow. 
Advanced analytics could provide insights 
to make us more agile and responsive.

Analytics and AI
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Are you ready? Reach out to schedule a free 1-hour 
introductory scoping session with data and AI expert today.   

If you like to learn more about how to embark on your Data & AI 
journey, please visit us as Data and AI Services | SoftwareOne

• 250+ data and AI experts.

• 230+ projects delivered.

• 30+ partnerships with 
leading data and AI 
technology providers.

Unleash analytics and AI’s transformative power.

SoftwareOne Intelligent Fabric  

Envision

Introduce AI’s transformative 
potential and identify initial business 
enhancement opportunities. 

1-week, fixed cost

Workshops and knowledge transfer: 
how BI, analytics or AI can enhance 
business and operational processes, 
high-level readiness, initial use-cases 
presentation.

AI readiness assessment

Key business outcomes alignment

Discover

Deep dive into the organization’s 
capabilities and align AI strategies with 
business needs.

1-3 weeks, fixed range cost

Discovery workshops: capabilities, 
technology and operations alignment

Technology and skillset development 
recommendations for analytics and AI 
adoption

Adoption roadmap and business case

Solution 

Design a comprehensive AI architecture 
and implementation plan tailored to 
business objectives.

2-6 weeks, individual pricing

Action plan execution according to 
priorities

Actions such as: AI platform design, 
AI design, AI governance, AI adoption 
and change management, business 
intelligence solutions, advanced 
analytics solutions, MLOps design, 
generative AI solutions design

A comprehensive, compliant, secure, efficient, scalable, and future-proof methodology for data and AI. 

https://www.softwareone.com/en/data-and-ai-services

